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The essentials of communication for professionals, educators, students, and entrepreneurs,
from organizing your thoughts to inspiring your audience and ensuring what you say is
remembered.Do you give presentations at meetings? Do you ever have to explain a complicated
subject to audiences unfamiliar with your field? Do you make pitches for ideas or products? Do
you want to interest a lecture hall of restless students in subjects that you find fascinating? Then
you need this book. Make It Clear explains how to communicate--how to speak and write to get
your ideas across. Written by an MIT professor who taught his students these techniques for
more than forty years, the book starts with the basics--finding your voice, organizing your ideas,
making sure what you say is remembered, and receiving critiques ("do not ask for brutal
honesty")--and goes on to cover such specifics as preparing slides, writing and rewriting, and
even choosing a type family. The book explains why you should start with an empowerment
promise and conclude by noting you delivered on that promise. It describes how a well-crafted,
explicitly identified slogan, symbol, salient idea, surprise, and story combine to make you and
your work memorable. The book lays out the VSN-C (Vision, Steps, News–Contributions)
framework as an organizing structure and then describes how to create and organize your ideas
with a “broken–glass” outline, how to write to be understood, how to inspire, how to defeat
writer's block—and much more. Learning how to speak and write well will empower you and
make you smarter. Effective communication can be life-changing—making use of just one
principle in this book can get you the job, make the sale, convince your boss, inspire a student,
or even start a revolution.



Make It ClearSpeak and Write to Persuade and InformPatrick Henry WinstonForeword by Gill
PrattThe MIT PressCambridge, MassachusettsLondon, England© 2020 Patrick Henry
WinstonAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form by any electronic
or mechanical means (including photocopying, recording, or information storage and retrieval)
without permission in writing from the publisher.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication
Data is available.d_r0ContentsForeword by Gill PrattAcknowledgmentsPrologue: You Will Be
EmpoweredIf you persuade or instruct, speak or write, this book is for youYou will learn about
academic, business, and government communicationYou will learn communication
essentialsYou will find your own voiceYou will be smarterPromisePart I Essentials1
Essentials of PersuasionShow your hand immediatelyUse the VSN-C framework2
Essentials for Being RememberedInclude a sloganInclude a symbolInclude a salient
ideaInclude a surpriseInclude a storyEnsure that you are remembered with Winston’s star3
Essentials of InstructionStart with an empowerment promiseTell storiesDeliver on your
promise4 Essentials of OutliningYou could make a formal outlineYou should make a broken-
glass outline5 Essentials of CritiquingSelect and sequence your reviewers carefullyDo not
ask for brutal honestyAsk for maximum return on energy expendedOffer actionable, principled,
positive adviceOffer criticism at the right timeNever show incomplete written work to
reviewersExpect harsh words from anonymous reviewers6 Essentials of Ethical
BehaviorPractice practical ethicsConsider ethical implications of your choicesDefend yourself
against trickeryPart II Presentation7 How to Choose Time and PlacePresent in the late
morning or midafternoonFocus on stories when you speak after dinnerShape mattersLighting
mattersShape can make a good talk badSpeak in a right-sized place8 How to Prepare the
GroundPrepare the placePrepare yourselfPrepare your audience9 How to StartBe glad to
be thereExpress your VisionExplain your StepsThrill with News10 How to StopConclude with
ContributionsDo not squander opportunity11 How to Compose SlidesSlides are a blessing,
slides are a curseUse simple slides with a minimal number of wordsWe have only one language
processorSolve the look-ahead problemUse bullet lists sparinglyShow how the elements fit
togetherUse blackout slidesEliminate animated transitionsConsider a progress barUse large
fontsInclude pictures of involved peopleUse the right number of slidesInclude rabbit holesHonor
community expectations12 How to Use PropsGreat communicators use propsThe Great
Communicator used human props13 Adopt Good HabitsChoreograph your opening and
closing linesDivide your talk into enumerated partsAvoid the lecternUse a remote controlDecline
the laser pointerGet a display between you and the audienceDo not play with your hairKeep your
hands out of your pocketsPoint with careWear the right clothesMaintain eye contactEliminate
fillers and gruntsAvoid up talkingMind the timeStick to one or two central themesBe positiveBe
ready for a flat audienceThink about how to answer questionsImitate great speakersCompose
stirring phrasesPart III Instruction14 How to Prepare to InstructInstruction and communication
intersectAttend to broadly applicable essentialsBe ready for awkward momentsLecture
preparation involves extra steps15 How to Deliver a LectureLive lectures remain popularStart



with your empowerment promiseUse boards to teachForce engagement by asking
questionsEncourage engagement via note-takingBan mobile phones, open laptops, and other
distracting devicesDeliver on your promise16 How to InspireThere are many kinds of
inspirationInspiration flows from observed passionExhibit your passion explicitlyPart IV
Writing17 How to Write to Be UnderstoodGood readers deploy reading heuristicsAuthors
hallucinate that their writing is clearSeasoned readers extract the essence from surface
cluesProvide the surface clues readers need18 How to Organize Your WritingWrite the
Contributions section firstOptionally, prepare the illustrationsAdd sections expected by your
communityWrite the Vision, Steps, and News sections nextFinally, write an abstractOptionally,
write about the pastOptionally, write about the futureInclude acknowledgments according to
convention19 What to Put at the BeginningStart with your VisionIndicate StepsAdd News20
What to Put at the EndConclude with a Contributions sectionDo not conclude with a
Conclusions section21 How to Write an AbstractUse a VSN-C checklistDetails sellWrite it,
then rewrite itExploit your broken-glass outline22 How to Learn by ImitationLearn from great
writersReading great writers makes you a better writerAssemble your own examples of great
writing23 How to Avoid Style BlundersRead classic worksHonor essential elements of
grammar and styleGet the help you need24 How to Defeat Writer’s BlockYou are not aloneYou
have many optionsEase into what you want to sayCondition yourself to writeOvercome fearPart
V Design25 How to Make Design ChoicesDesign mattersSomeone may make your choices for
youMany design choices remainStay in charge26 How to Arrange GraphicsUse the grid layout
schemeGrids also work with text elements27 How to Select Type FamiliesUnderstand type
families, typefaces, and fontsKnow the characteristics of the standard type familiesChoose from
a few standard type familiesIgnore Latin text samples when selecting type families28 How to
Work with GraphsGet rid of chart junk; keep it simpleTell the truth; do not squander clarity to
save spaceMisleading graphics are easy to findUse labels, not keys29 How to Work with
ImagesCrop images using the rule of thirdsUse big imagesEmphasize size with even bigger
imagesAspect-ratio preferences evoke controversyPart VI Special Cases30 How to Prepare a
PosterPosters need an element that popsPosters need an element that expresses
ContributionsPosters invite artistic designElectronic posters offer advantages and
disadvantagesA quad chart is a poster on a slide31 How to Give an Elevator PitchElevator
pitches are not only for elevatorsVSN-C works32 How to Be InterviewedAnticipate
questionsKnow what can happen in a media interview33 How to Write a Press
ReleaseJournalists are busy, so give them all they needWrite the story for themExpect your story
to be trimmedFocus on the headlineInclude who, what, when, where, and whyIdentify the VSN-
C elementsInclude meaningful quotesDetails sellExhibit excitement and passionPurge
acronyms and jargon from your storyInclude a pictureMake your offering relevantKnow the rules
of engagement34 How to Write a ReviewEvaluate the VSN-C elementsDescribe who should
read what you have reviewedSupply details35 How to Write a Recommendation LetterFollow
broadly applicable principlesAugment as needed in special casesFor prizes, focus on impact



and inspirationAsk for and provide talking points36 How to Run a Briefing ConferenceBe
relevantIdentify the big ideas for the trip report37 How to Run a Panel DiscussionSeat the
panelists at three tablesIntroduce the panel members brieflyForbid opening statementsPrepare
the questionsSkip the lectern, get rid of the soft seatingAsk embarrassing questions, start
argumentsHave the audience submit questions on cardsLimit the discussion to an hourOffer a
summary when it is over38 How to Write a BlogDecide what kind of blog you are writingTell a
story with local colorTell a story about what happenedWrite a review, especially if
positiveEpilogue: You Are EmpoweredBibliographyIndexColophonList of FiguresThe Vision–
Steps–News… Contributions framework is a foundation for all sorts of spoken and written
communication.Minard’s graphic of Napoleon’s march in and out of Russia, teaches much,
including the shrinking size of Napoleon’s army. From Minard (1869).Cynthia Breazeal’s emotion-
evoking robot, Kismet. From Breazeal (2001). Image courtesy of Cynthia Breazeal.The
surprising power of Google’s picture- captioning system, NIC, based on deep neural nets. From
Vinyals et al. (2014). Image courtesy of Oriol Vinyals.Winston’s concept-learning program
learned something definite about arches from each example via one-shot learning. It learned,
from the first example, the general idea; from the second, the sides cannot touch; from the third,
the top can be wedge shaped; and from the fourth, there must be support relations. From
Winston (1970).The annual How to Speak talk in the Center of the Universe, MIT Room 10-250.
Image courtesy of Chiai Takahashi.Five elements every presentation and paper should
have.Explaining a circuit, viewed as telling a story. A signal enters from the left, goes through
capacitor Cin, presents itself at the base of transistor Q1a,.… Image courtesy of Gerald Jay
Sussman.First attempt at a broken-glass outline for the Essentials of Instruction (page 25)
chapter.Second attempt at a broken-glass outline for the Essentials of Instruction (page 25)
chapter.The four primary persuasion spokes: Vision, Steps, News, and Contributions, with lines
for minor subdivisions.The three standard instruction spokes: Empowerment promise, Stories,
and Deliver on promise.A broken-glass outline captures key points from a classroom question-
and-answer session with Robert Berwick. Image courtesy of Zhutian Yang.Do not use such a
form. If given one, refuse to use it.Huntington Hall, Room 10-250, MIT. Good for delivering talks
and lectures. Image courtesy of Gerald Jay Sussman.Good for watching films, bad for
presenting lectures.First day of my class, Introduction to Artificial Intelligence, in Huntington Hall,
Room 10-250.Eventually, my annual How to Speak talk overflowed this lecture hall. We moved to
Room 10-250 the next year. Image courtesy of Jess Lin, MIT 2012; appeared in The Tech, MIT’s
student newspaper.Pastel colors wash out. If you use them, you will have to dim the lights.
Everyone will go to sleep. Use black text.Black or other dark background color invites dimming
the lights. Everyone will go sleep. Use a white or light background.Gerald Jay Sussman always
has happy teaching assistants sit in the front row for the first lecture of the semester. Image
courtesy of Gerald Jay Sussman.Explain your Vision. The problem is to understand human
intelligence. The idea is to model human story-processing.Explain the Steps you are taking
toward realizing your Vision.Two slides convey the News.The Atlas robot stars in a News video.



Images and video courtesy of Boston Dynamics.The only proper title for the last slide in a slide-
based research talk.Do not use this slide. It squanders opportunity.Do not use this slide. It
squanders opportunity.Do not use this slide. It squanders opportunity.Do not use this slide. It
squanders opportunity.Acknowledge collaborators up front, not on a final slide.No
comment.President Clinton finishes speech. In the video, you can see him press his lips
together, as if suppressing the thankyou instinct, just before he concludes with a salute.Too
many words. The talk is dense and needs air. The slides are blurred so as not to embarrass the
author.Not so many words.Sample slide from language-processor experiment. Image courtesy
of Mitchell Kates.This slide has serious problems. Get rid of the background. Theme and clip art
from Microsoft PowerPoint.Get rid of the clip art and logos. Clip art from Microsoft
PowerPoint.Too many words. Prune.Simplify the title.Better.No title. You explain what the slide is
about as you speak.Replace the list with a reveal list. Each new line appears as you talk about
it.Replace the reveal list with a highlighted list. Use dimmed type for all lines except the one you
are talking about.Let each slide announce what you are talking about, when you are talking
about it.Too many words. Speaker out of sight. Goofy clip art. Distracting theme. Clip art and
theme from Microsoft PowerPoint.A fascinating story, told in a boring way.A fascinating story,
told in a way that highlights how merge is like the keystone in an arch, enabling story
understanding and uniquely human thinking.Blackout slides interdigitated with pictures. Slides
are condiments, not the pièce de résistance.Slide with blue progress bar. The length of the bar
increases as the talk progresses. Evidently, the speaker is about done.Slide with slide number.
Evidently the speaker is about done; he is on slide 30 of 32.Times font sizes in a Microsoft
PowerPoint slide.A test slide as seen by a distant viewer.The advice of Marvin Minsky (image
courtesy of Juliana Minsky) and John Laird (image courtesy of John Laird) on what problems to
work on. Pictures of the quoted give life to the slide.A rabbit hole showing hyperlink area. Image
courtesy of Karen Prendergast.A rabbit hole indicated by unobtrusive yellow dot. Image courtesy
of Karen Prendergast.The messages spoken with these slides are: (upper left) you learn more if
you explain the material to yourself (image courtesy of Michelene Chi); (upper right) revenge
occurs when harm leads to harm in the other direction; (lower left) now mice can be made to
have photoelectric neurons (image courtesy of Ed Boyden); (lower right) the dawn of AI
appeared with a program that did symbolic integration like an MIT undergraduate student.The
messages spoken with these businessleadership slides would be: (left) keep it simple; (right) the
AI economy is exploding.The messages spoken with these businessleadership slides would be:
(left) today’s business world is awash in many kinds of data; (right) your customer has gone
digital; have you?Images replace words. Title removed, as said by presenter.Image expands to
fill slide. Title embedded in picture. Caption, generated by a deep neural net, is removed, as said
by presenter. From Vinyals et al. (2014). Image courtesy of Oriol Vinyals.Quotation embedded in
picture of person quoted. Title removed, as said by presenter. Image of Marvin Minsky speaking
at Dartmouth College in the mid-sixties courtesy of the Minsky family. Quotation from Brad
Darrach’s article in Life Magazine, 20 November 1970.A really engaging speaker just speaks.



Here President Reagan, the Great Communicator, commands, “Mr. Gorbachev, open this gate!
Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!” Image courtesy of Ronald Reagan Library.Few words, no
titles, a picture, and professional design. Suited to some audiences, perhaps. Image courtesy of
Ronald Reagan Library.Many words, a title, distracting background theme (from Microsoft
PowerPoint). Not suited to any audience.Do not use a pointer. Breaking one drives the idea
home.A mobile phone used as a prop; 50,000 times more power than any computer at the dawn
of Artificial Intelligence.The priceless manuscript and the roaring fire. Image courtesy of Karen
Prendergast.Using a spinning bicycle wheel to demonstrate conservation of angular momentum
beats a dry lecture any day. Image courtesy of Paul Keel.Lenny Skutnik, used as a human
prop.Video courtesy of Ronald Reagan Library.These four transitioning slides broke a 40-minute
talk on Artificial Intelligence into five parts of six to ten minutes each.Do not hide behind a
lectern. Use it to support a glass of water or your notes or your laptop.Laser pointer, a bad
idea.Embedded arrow, a good idea.Laser pointer modification; an engineering solution to a
pernicious problem.With a large display showing you what is on the screen behind you, you
need not look back. Here, another display shows the time.Improvised display. With this, you do
not have to look back at the screen behind you.When you play with your beard or hair, you might
as well hold up a sign saying, “I’m nervous.”When you put your hands in your pockets, you might
as well hold up a sign saying, “I’m nervous.”Papert pointing at the blackboard to emphasize an
especially important idea. Image of Papert from a 1968 lecture courtesy of Gerald Jay
Sussman.Jobs talking about Apple history at MacWorld 2007.If you point with your index finger,
you may be unintentionally rude in some parts of the world, so you should learn to point with an
open hand.The W pattern. You move your eyes this way periodically to ensure eye
contact.Revised Bloom’s taxonomy.Revised Bloom’s taxonomy, redrawn to emphasize that
several competences are acquired simultaneously.Gold star ideas.A simple search problem. A
program is to find a path between the starting point, S, and the goal, G.Depth-first search dives
into the tree of paths, continuing until a dead end forces retreat to a place with an unexplored
option. Breadth-first search plods along, layer by layer, looking for a complete path.A uniform
game tree in which each game player has b moves available at each level for every situation at
the previous level.Initial outline for a lecture on games.Final outline for a lecture on games, with
expanded promise and delivery spokes, along with an added spoke for powerful ideas. Arrows
indicate ordering swap.First of five rehearsal boards for a lecture on game-playing programs.
Note reference date on first board above an outline showing where the class lies in the subject
and the structure of the current class.On some days, I can use all the help I can get.A sample
lecture outline. The outline includes a promise that each student will understand what Artificial
Intelligence is about by the end of the lecture.A simple search program in action. Texas causes
trouble, as it is colored last, and no colors are left.Old-fashioned, one-inch diameter, railroad
chalk remains a terrific teaching tool.Block capital writing is easier to read than cursive.Fictitious
resource slide and a quick revision to get rid of excess words. The revised slide could be
revealed, one line at a time, enabling you to focus on each line as it is revealed.Past asset



performance. Of A, B, C, and D, which would you choose now, based on past performance?
Image courtesy of Andrew Lo.A sophisticated search program at work.Sadoway explains how
Rosalind Franklin was denied proper recognition for her work on the structure of DNA. Video
courtesy of Donald Sadoway.Lewin testifies to his belief in the conservation of energy. Video
courtesy of Walter Lewin.Minsky’s lectures inspired me to develop a computational account of
human intelligence. Image of Minsky speaking at the General Motors Research Laboratory in
1968 courtesy of Gerald Jay Sussman.The two idealized cases for a biological inverter. If the
input repressor is absent, RNAP (RNA polymerase) transcribes the gene for the output protein
and enables its synthesis. If the input repressor is present, no output protein is synthesized.
Image courtesy of Thomas Knight.Back when I wrote a textbook on Artificial Intelligence, I made
sure that full-sentence headings appear on almost every page, that illustrations appear on
almost every page, and that each illustration carries a highly instructive caption. From Winston
(1992).Constructing a broken-glass outline on a blackboard enables me to add spokes easily
and to subtract spokes with a swipe of my hand.The theme used by Ascent Technology, a
company that offers powerful resourceallocation software. Ascent theme courtesy of Ascent
Technology.The keep-it-simple principle usually rules out library choices, such as the theme on
the right from Microsoft PowerPoint.Designers like what they make, and what they make are
works of art.A basic grid consists of rectangular areas arranged in rows and columns with
spaces in between.A 4 × 3 grid offers 12 rectangle size choices.An 8 × 6 grid offers 48 rectangle
size choices, three of which are shown.The words are superfluous; the design hopeless. It is a
sow’s ear. Images courtesy of Ian Tattersall.The layout remains ugly beyond description. Images
courtesy of Ian Tattersall.The layout remains ugly, but not beyond description. Images courtesy
of Ian Tattersall.I decided to use a grid layout, 2 × 4.It looks much better, more like a silk purse.
Images courtesy of Ian Tattersall.The corridors between rectangles offer convenient places for
captions.The corridors between rectangles offer convenient places for captions. Images
courtesy of Ian Tattersall.After some thought and experiment, the landscape architect chose a 5
× 4 grid.Next, she fit maps, pictures, and text into the grid, with some cropping. Image courtesy
of Sarah Winston.Finally, she removed the grid lines. Image courtesy of Sarah Winston.Times is
a serif type family. Boxes surround the serifs.Helvetica is a widely used, sans serif type
family.GaramondGranjonSabonAn exchange-rate graph showing, in three dimensions, how
many euros you could buy for a US dollar between 1999 and 2017. This particular graph is
shaded and given a three-dimensional look.Another version of the exchange-rate graph, this
one without shading, without the meaningless three-dimensional look, and with larger
fonts.Another version of the exchange-rate graph with a narrowed vertical axis.Price highs and
lows for dishwashers, ranges, refrigerators, and televisions.An exchange-rate graph showing
how many euros and GBPs you could buy for a US dollar between 1999 and 2017. This
particular graph uses a key to indicate which line goes with euros and which line goes with
GBPs.This exchange-rate graph uses labels, rather than a key, to indicate which line goes with
euros and which line goes with GBPs.Il Redentore, designed by the 16th-century Venetian



architect, Andrea Palladio; built to celebrate deliverance from the bubonic plague of 1575–
1577.Il Redentore, appearing in the image according to the rule of thirds.Il Redentore, a slide
element, along with a title.Il Redentore filling the entire slide.Il Redentore filling the entire slide,
with an embedded title.Il Redentore extends beyond the top and right of the slide, emphasizing
size.The standard aspect ratios offered by commonly used slide-making software.A golden
rectangle.The Parthenon may have been designed with the golden rectangle in mind. Adapted
from image by Eusebius (Guillaume Piolle) via Gnu Free Documentation License.Six of
Palladio’s favorite ratios. All but the ratio are considered consonant by musicians.The golden
rectangle’s aspect ratio, ≈ 1.62, is close to 5:3, ≈ 1.67.Poster by Robert McIntyre. Note the VSN-
C structure. Image courtesy of Robert McIntyre.This poster by Oscar Rosello has no Steps and
no News, but the big picture pops, and there are conspicuous Vision and Contributions
elements in the column under the title. Image courtesy of Oscar Rosello.Poster by Nicole Seo.
Note the VSN-C structure. Image courtesy of Nicole Seo.The structure of a storyboard poster.
Four elements,.Vision, Steps, News, and Contributions, open and close your story.Poster by
Josh Haimson. Note the storyboard character. He uses a grid layout, but includes the captions in
the grid rectangles instead of in the corridors. Image courtesy of Josh Haimson.Quad charts are
concise summaries.Some quad charts include take-away content in a bumper
sticker.Somewhere in there, Yang Lan and I are talking with each other about Artificial
Intelligence. Ms. Yang is often called China’s Oprah; I suspect in China, they refer to Oprah as
America’s Lan. Image courtesy of Adam Conner-Simons, MIT CSAIL.Students at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge, MA. Image courtesy of Karen
Prendergast.In an introductory overview, I finished with a Business Messages slide.Shape
matters. Arrange your panelists as if they were in a circle with the audience.Patrick Henry
Winston preparing for his 2019 How to Speak talk in the Center of the Universe. Image courtesy
of Karen Prendergast.Foreword by Gill PrattCommunication is, without question, the most
important enabler of human civilization.Without our sophisticated ability to communicate, we
would still be living in caves, desperately searching for resources, while living in fear of
predators.Every man-made thing, from cars to computers to poetry, results from
communication.And yet, the communication bandwidth between human beings is limited to
rates on the order of 10 bits per second of Shannon entropy. This rate is astonishingly low—
about the same whether we communicate through voice or through writing. By comparison, even
ordinary personal computers today can communicate with one another at a gigabit per second—
100 million times faster than human communication.You can think of Shannon entropy as the
amount of information that results from the most effective possible compression.How do we
overcome our extraordinary communication bandwidth limitation?We do so by exploiting the
subject of this book—our ability to tell stories that evoke imagination.Whenever a speaker
communicates with a listener, the speaker evokes in the listener’s mind a picture—a model—of
what is being described. The speaker’s words guide the listener’s model, assembling in their
mind complex ideas drawn from the shared heritage and experience of the speaker and listener.I



use the words speaker and listener interchangeably with writer and reader, respectively.This
model-based communication technique serves the function of compression, with the shared
heritage and experiences of both parties playing the role of the constellation of code words used
in typical computational data compression.So, part of the art of effective human communications
is the art of compressing data to get through an incredibly small 10 bit/s bottleneck.The other
part of effective communication is holding your audience’s interest by having a model of their
emotional mind, and evoking and steering their emotions with skill.There have been few
practitioners of both parts of this art more intelligent, capable, and kind than this book’s author,
Patrick Henry Winston.I knew Patrick for 40 years, from my arrival at MIT as a freshman in 1979
to a few days before his passing in 2019, when I had the good fortune of talking to him about
communication one last time. Despite the stark setting of his hospital room and illness, we spoke
about many things.First, how the order of 10 bits/s limit seems to exist even for esoteric modes
of human communication, like EEG.We spoke about how even our visual system may not
convey any higher Shannon entropy due to the compression of retinal images into cognitive
meaning by the visual cortex. We discussed how several organizations, including DARPA and
startups like Neuralink, are exploring whether novel brain interfaces can surpass this limit. We
were both skeptical. Perhaps the cognitive part of our brain faces fundamental limits of input/
output information bandwidth that render it impossible to easily surpass the efficiency of normal
human communication.We spoke finally about the second part of communication beyond data
compression—the art of storytelling and the skill of accurately estimating a listener’s state of
mind and telling a story in a way to elicit interest. We spoke about how understanding the human
mind well enough to draw engagement and focus from one’s audience remains a rare, but
teachable skill.Patrick taught many of us this art. We learned it by listening to him lecture, and by
listening to him lecture about lecturing.It is hard to describe the joy of being a student of a great
teacher. I had the fortune of having Patrick as my greatest teacher of communication. As is true
for many others, I owe Patrick a great deal, and I use the lessons he taught me every day.I
cannot imagine a better teacher of this subject than Patrick, or a better storyteller on the art of
storytelling.You are in for a treat.Gill PrattSB ’83, SM ’87, PhD ’89Electrical Engineering and
Computer ScienceMassachusetts Institute of TechnologyCEO, Toyota Research InstituteFellow,
Toyota Motor CorporationAcknowledgmentsI am much indebted to Karen Prendergast and
Sarah Winston for their myriad suggestions, all of which I accepted, with varying degrees of
grace.Paul Keel and Chiai Takahashi provided many structure, layout, and content suggestions.
Gill Pratt generously contributed the Foreword.Many others offered major suggestions about
content. These include: Robert Berwick, Robert Birnbaum, Philippe Brou, Randall Davis,
Delores Etter, Mark Finlayson, Kathleen Freeman, Ellen Hildreth, Dylan Holmes, Boris Katz,
Kimberle Koile, Adam Kraft, Henry Lieberman, David Martinez, Joel Moses, Peggy Moses,
Gerald Jay Sussman, Julie Sussman, Peter Szolovits, Michael Telson, Gaurav Tewari, Hector
Vazquez, David Wilcox, Rob Wesson, and Zhutian Yang.I am especially grateful to Janey Pratt,
who provided valuable advice and encouragement.Prologue: You Will Be EmpoweredYou will



learn how to speak and write well from this book. The return on the time you invest in acquiring
knowledge about how to communicate will be bigger than the return on any other investment you
make.In this chapter, you learn that there are principles that apply to all kinds of communication,
both spoken and written. If you make use of just one principle from reading this book, that
principle may be the life-changing one that gets you the job, wins the award, brings in the grant
or contract, makes the sale, convinces your boss, excites the venture capitalist, inspires a
student, or starts a revolution.If you persuade or instruct, speak or write, this book is for youYou
persuade and instruct if you work in business, especially in sales and marketing. You persuade
and instruct if you train or educate, if you do research in anything from anthropology to zoology, if
you are in defense or law enforcement, if you are a student eager to get a good grade, if you
preach or run a non-profit organization, and certainly if you practice law, medicine, architecture,
or journalism. All these have much in common. All involve moving ideas from you to your
audience.As you persuade and instruct, you will speak and write. Many present with slides or
help prepare such presentations. Some lecture, question witnesses, or run for office. Some write
scholarly papers, compose position papers, construct legal briefs, or develop business plans. All
these have much in common.You will learn about academic, business, and government
communicationWhen I became a Professor of Artificial Intelligence at MIT, I resolved to study
those around me with good communication skills, focusing on what good communicators do that
make them good.As a professor, I listened to and gave lectures, research presentations,
conference talks, and task-force reports. As an author, I wrote and edited books on
programming languages, Artificial Intelligence, and the business of Artificial Intelligence. As a
laboratory director, I wrote proposals and learned to sell research programs. As a member of
government science advisory boards, I watched countless briefs on all sorts of subjects, and I
learned how to assemble actionable recommendations valued by government sponsors. As an
entrepreneur, I interacted with venture capitalists and learned what they value in presentations.I
learned a lot. I learned by making mistakes. I learned by experimenting. But mostly I learned
because I observed and studied great communicators and listened to knowledgeable critics.
When you read this book, you will learn what took me decades to learn from those great
communicators and knowledgeable critics, including not only colleagues, authors, researchers,
students, journalists, editors, sponsors, lawyers, military officers, politicians, business people,
and investors, but also artists, architects, chefs, designers, musicians, theologians, and many
more in between.You will learn communication essentialsWhat you learn about one kind of
speaking and writing will make you better at all kinds of speaking and writing. Here are a few
representative things I do or help students to do:Present research at a conference.Write a paper
for a technical journal.Lecture to hundreds of listeners.Develop a funding proposal.Explain
results to a business audience.Send a call to arms in a letter to an editor.Give an after-dinner
talk at an awards dinner.Talk through a poster or board.Write a review.Write a
recommendation.Survive a thesis defense.Deliver a job-interview talk.Skill in such activities is
broadly applicable to other communication challenges such as you encounter when you have



to:Present a business idea to a venture capitalist.Sell a product to a customer.Present a
development plan to a manager.Express the findings of a consulting engagement.Deliver the
recommendations of a study group.Brief senior people who are unfamiliar with your
field.Organize a panel discussion.Compose an opinion piece.Work with an interviewer.Inspire
those with whom you work.Experiences with challenges such as these have led me to believe
that what you learn about one kind of speaking and writing will make you better at all kinds of
speaking and writing.You start learning about elements common to all kinds of speaking and
writing in Part I of this book as I introduce key ideas. I build upon those key ideas in subsequent
parts of the book that focus on presentation, instruction, writing, design, and special cases.
Eventually, you should read the entire book, but you can start with those parts that address your
immediate needs.You will find your own voiceI was 10,000 meters or so up in the air and bored
stiff. I picked up an airline magazine, and there it was, in an interview of Ingemar Stenmark,
arguably the greatest slalom and giant slalom skier ever, some of the best advice I ever got.The
interviewer asked Stenmark how he came to be so good. Stenmark answered that he watched
other skiers, analyzed what they did, and adapted some of what he observed to suit his body
and overall style.While reading this book, you will be like Stenmark, analyzing my advice and
adapting some of it to your own developing style. Then, once you see that there are principles
that can make you a more effective communicator, you will look for them everywhere. When you
hear good speaking and when you read good writing, you will ask yourself why you think the
speaking or writing is good and whether you have found a principle you want to adapt to your
own developing style. You will, as my friends in the humanities like to say, find your own voice.
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avalys, “An invaluable resource for the most important skill. If you have any kind of professional
job, by far the most important skill you will ever develop is effective, convincing and memorable
communication.I took Professor Winston's class at MIT in 2009, which consisted of 50% time
spent on the history artificial intelligence (his own career), and 50% on the sort of practical
guidance for effective communication that he has now written in this book. At the time I took
careful notes which I still refer to, but I knew as well there were so many important things he
shared which I did not have the opportunity to write down, and always regretted this.Now that
this book has been published, we are all so lucky that Professor Winston took the time himself to
share in writing the accumulated wisdom of his long and accomplished career before he
died.This book is an invaluable resource that is crammed full of specific, practical and actionable
advice for many different circumstances. For many people it may well be the most impactful self-
help book you could possibly buy.”

Michaela E., “A resource everyone should have. This book is full of really good advice on nearly
any sort of professional communication one would have to do. Since receiving it, I've used it as a
reference for every presentation and writing assignment at work. I've also passed along various
sections to colleagues who were looking for advice on improving their communication skills too.
Pretty much anybody could benefit from having this book around!”

Balaji, “Present yourself well. There is an youtube video of the author talking about how to
present. This text amplifies it - Present yourself well and really well.”

Beauty Von Dragon, “Monumental Resource Written by one of the best professors in MIT.
Monumental Resource Written by one of the best professors in MIT, the late Patrick Winston”

M.I., “Worth reading. Very well structured book, straight to the point, useful for creating
meaningful and no fuss presentations that are worth being remembered. Highly recommended.”

Rana S. Gautam, “Awesome book. Awesome book. I have hugely benifited”

The book by Patrick Henry Winston has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 98 people have provided
feedback.
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